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Map 2: Key Features and Issues

Date: March 2024
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There are several well used car parks withing the
Durris LMP area and the outlying blocks in
particular are regularly used for recreation by local
community.

Resdent Roe-deer
population will require
management to enable
successful restocking.

High voltage pylon line runs through
several blocks with a wayleave which is
currently being widened to 80m,
significant affect on future management
of adjacent woodland.

FLS office at
Kirkton of Durris.

Currently no vehicular access into Criaglug
Wood which is prominent in landscape for cars
travelling on A93 on North side of River Dee.

Extremely poor access into some
of the smaller outlying blocks.

North of LMP area primarily drains to River Dee which
is SAC designated along with several of it's tributaries.

Vast areas of this LMP area were adversely affected by
Storm Arwen in November 2021 with much of the clean-
up operation currently ongoing.

Commercial crop in Funach
Wood all reaching maturity.

Significant areas of Peat and Bog habitat,
some with the potential for restoration.
Protecting these areas will have biodiversity
and carbon capture benefits.

Some watercourses within block are tributaries contributing
to watercourses in areas with a high likelyhood of flooding.
Water management techniques around these tributaries
should be considered in the plan.

Continuing issues with windblown trees along South-
Eastern boundary of main Durris block to be addressed in
the new plan.

Poor road access in south
end of Garrol wood.

Large areas on unthinned Sitka
spruce plantation around 30
years old in outlying blocks.

Important Archaelogical
features present in LMP
area including Clune
stone circle and ring cairn
scheduled monument.Important local

population center of
Banchory nearby.

LMP area covers one large block with many
individual outliers, each with slightly different
management requirements.

Several masts and associated
power supply located on summit
of Cairn-mon-earn.

Well established riparian
zone in Balladrum wood.

Slopes of
Mundernal Hill
prominent for
traffic passing on
A957.

Large parts of the LMP area are designated as
PAWS or LEPO and will require suitable
management and restock regimes applied.

Clash Burn flows along
associated valley through center
of main Durris block.

Nine Stones stone circle.

Forest roads and informal trails are well
used by cyclists and walkers throughout
plan area.

Several large areas of
larch within the plan
area.


